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INTRODUCTION
Geelong R.C. Offroaders Inc. (GRCOR) spent approximately 1000 voluntary hours to plan, prepare and run an
extremely well organised and successful RCRA Large Scale Off Road National Title event for the RC community of
Australia - March 2020.
The organisation and efficiencies built into running the event off the back of observations and lessons learned
from previous events, demonstrate the event can be effectively completed in a 3-day period, one less than in the
past.
We are proud to provide this report to serve as a record of the Clubs successes and as an educational /
instructional manual for future events and to enable transfer of knowledge within the Remote-Control Car Racing
Community, as it emerges on becoming a Sport.

Registration Entry Banner
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Geelong R.C. Offroaders (GRCOR) hosted the 2020 Remote Control Racing Australia (RCRA) large scale off-road
remote-control car national championship at the Geelong Motorsport Complex (GMSC) at 55 Beach Rd. Avalon
Victoria from 5th to 8th March 2020.

An Event application bid document was compiled and submitted by the GRCOR Executive (2019 President Andrew Park), to the RCRA through their process and accepted through consideration against another bid from
the Large-Scale Club Victoria (LSCV). Clubs can apply when their turn is due via a round robin state by state
method. This was the second time the Nationals event has been held in Victoria and the second time GRCOR has
successfully hosted the Event.

Major capital and assets improvements

to the club, triggered by the successful bid included;

importation of 120m3 clay for surfacing, 400m 150mm conduit pipe for new track borders for safety and
durability, reconfiguration of the track to a clock wise direction, lengthening the track some 60m, new s bend
section, new jumps and features, improved drainage and irrigation work, deck maintenance, painting of track and
pit area to preserve life and reduce maintenance.
The club also explored local opportunities

for disability support for a participant from NSW.

Coates Hire

and Aim Hire gratuitously provided lift equipment and washroom amenities to service the participant. The club
took away learnings for the future by accommodating the special needs person.

The major sponsors, City of Greater Geelong, Geelong Connected Communities provided budget through
funding following two successful applications and KingRC provided customised event stickers and 44no custom
designed and built trophy plaques. The funding was primarily required for a new computer and hardware, costs
for Live streaming the event and importation of clay fill and purchase of track border pipes.
Additional to this work was the management of the National Titles Event through the Project

Management

application called Asana, the establishment of a Sponsorship framework and utilisation of a hosted Entry’s and
payment system ‘Register Now’.
Geelong R.C. Off Roaders have displayed their successes in delivery of a high-class event to the Large-Scale
community and the hobby in general with reports of ‘A really well-run event’ common in both personal and online
feedback. More than 7000 views of the Live Stream were counted during the week of the event.

Roles and responsibilities

were formulated, documented, reviewed and disseminated to provide all

Executing, Committee and Club members clarity in tasks assignments for the Event. The Committee also setup
Facebook Messenger Groups for Food trucks, Race Control and Nationals Team groups teams so there were clear
and open lines of communication for the key elements to be managed.
A dedicated Track Co-ordinator worked to ensure the physical groundwork was kept to program in the lead up to
the Event.
The club made the decision to commission an independent

Race Director to ensure impartiality in decision

making and protect any reputational loss through ambiguity.
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The clubs Committee appointed Technical Manager Nir Sinay of RC Photography Australia to collaborate and run
Audio Visual and Streaming services plus Event results outputs. The Event Manager provided Entries status
updates and notifications, promotions of the Sponsorship framework and a Local radio interview with the Event
Director prior to the Event.

Major changes to plan were:
•

Scaled Down TV were to live stream the event, however decided to fold the business due to personal
reasons only one week out from the event. The Event Manager had a contingency plan in place to selfperform the stream with the assistance of RC Photography Australia. This was an additional cost due to
having to mobilise and purchase additional hardware to support this.

•

Scaled Down had also agreed to assist produce the design and manufacture of event apparel. This had to
be re-managed, and SafetyQuip who had a new in-house printing service kindly turned around the work
by Day 2 of the Event.

•

36mm of Rain fell on the day 1 Thursday 5th March at Avalon. Additional cost and time for sourcing
carpet to treat muddy surfaces and disposal of additional waste plus effort to re-program the system to
ensure there were no perceived disruptions to competition.
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KEY STATISTICS
•
•

4-day Event (completed in 3 days)
53 Drivers Entries from four States (Vic, SA, NSW, WA)

• 67 Cars Entered
•

4 Classes

•

12 Interstate Support

•
•

Personnel Numbers
20 Local Non-Entry Support
Persons
60 Average non-associated

spectator numbers per day
•
•

143 Average number of people
attending per day
Total Merchandise, Marketing
and Prizes - $12,500.00

• Number of Sponsors 36
• Council Support Grant
$5,000

• Geelong Connected Communities Sponsorship

•

$2,000
Domestic Flights No. - 10
Local Accommodation estimated expenditure - $25,000
Local Tourism expenditure (other than accom.) incl. Vehicle hire, restaurants, entries and entertainment
estimate - $40,000
Local Fuel Purchases estimate $6,000

•

Total estimated Injection to

•

local economy $100,000
Site Development Capital
Expenditure 9 months $10,000

•

Online Facebook views

•
•
•
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SPONSORSHIPS
The GRCOR team developed an exciting and inviting, affordable and flexible sponsorship

framework.

This

enabled a generous variety of potential sponsors to participate and benefit from various sponsorship arrangement
types.
A total of

36 sponsors contributing a range of monetary equivalent gestures of $300 were made.

Having a

sponsorship cut off meant that a level of funding surety could be managed against the live budget build up and
look ahead targets.

We thank

all the above sponsors for their input to the event – without their support the event would not

have been possible. We look forward to ongoing relationships, so the Community and Club is supported into the
future.
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PREPATORY WORKS
In the six months leading up to the event, the club undertook to complete some major track and maintenance
work.
A summary of the work completed by the Club members to prepare for the event included:
•

Importation, placement and compaction of 150m3 clean clay for surfacing

•

Installation of 400m 150mm conduit pipe for new track borders for safety and durability

•

Reconfiguration of the track to a clockwise direction, marshal positions and ramp faces

•

Lengthening the track some 60m, new s-bend section, new jumps and features

•

Improved drainage and irrigation work, water
pump relocation

•

Deck maintenance to replace planks

•

New aluminium bench seats installed for
spectators

•

Replacement marquis covers for committee
catering

•

Flooring for pit surface over crushed rock for
drivers and marshals’ comfort

•

Widening pit ramps for better navigation

•

Painting of track borders, corner highlights and pit area to freshen up, preserve life and reduce
maintenance

•

New chequered vinyl flooring to race Control
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•

Race control waterproofing
work and shipping container
maintenance

•

New streaming hardware

•

New Race timing software

•

Contingency hardware and
software computers,
programs and timing
decoders

•

Purchase of a new
generator, built a generator
enclosure to reduce noise /
improve amenity

•

Additional microphones and rewiring of speakers

•

New first aid provisions, training and a defibrillator

•

Assisted GMSC in ripping, planting, watering and maintenance of
new trees for boundary screening

•

Fence and gates maintenance

•

Improved test and tune area

•

Removal of 18m3 waste materials / recycling

•

Paved improvement for disabled toilet
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PROMOTIONAL
A range of media was used to promote the event, its sponsors and the Greater Geelong and Melbourne’s west.
Facebook, YouTube and written media were the chosen types of promotional methods, given the audience and
their expectations. Unfortunately, Scaled Down TV who were going to shoot a television episode / program
became unavailable due to financial and personal issues.

Lead up articles on Facebook were used to promote sponsors individually, these posts included their
logos plus a short article thanking them for the type of support they offered.
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The Event promo poster was developed in conjunction with Mario Magdelenic which contained all the
sponsors and was launched early in 2019 to provide valuable exposure for all the Sponsors – and give enough
information to participants expressing interest.
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A newspaper article was published by Cam Ward on Wednesday 4th March 2020 in the Bellarine Echo and
Geelong Advertiser featuring our Vice President and describing the event. The papers reached an audience of
approxi
mately
300,000
people.

We

streamed the event live to youtube and facebook and reached an

audience in exess of 24000 over the four days. https://youtu.be/QjpKX6oPsv0
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The Event was also broadcast Live on the Clubs home page within the Scoring Software host site LiveRC:

The stream contained 8 camera angles, audio voice over, live lap data, sponsors logos features, scrolling
promotional text bar and was also streamed via the Clubs Facebook account and UTube.
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Videos of the Opening Ceremony and the Presentation Ceremonies were also streamed, recorded and uploaded
for viewers around the world. Compared to the 2017 National Event, there were 4000 more posts reaches and
2000 more stream views. Compared to the 2019 Event, there were an additional 5 cars entered.
A

summary of the reach of the Audience is shown in the statistics dashboard and Facebook Videos

sections below:
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Merchandise Custom event stubby coolers and apparel were made available for participants as keep sakes.
A free cooler was provided for each entrant in their ‘toolkit’.

Banners

were displayed around the track to promote the sponsors. They were also used in back drops for

podium photography and to recognise the sponsors input to the events successes.
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REGISTRATION PROCESS / ENHANCED DRIVERS EXPERINCE
GRCOR utilised

Register Now

for the Event registrations.

The process, albeit costing margin, enabled

efficiency in the transactional and recording of data. Merchandise shop items were presold as add on’s and the
output data reports utilised for collating driver information, statistics and entry processing.

The following

adopted initiatives

were worked on to ensure the drivers and support participants

experienced a professional, organised Event:
•

Automated Registrations reminders from Register Now

•

Provision of pre-advice Bulletins for drivers on Scrutineering, Rules, Risks and Likely conditions to keep
participants informed of expectations

•

The association of sponsors to key track features to generate an air of excitement in the race announcing

•

Provision of Drivers Entry ‘Toolkits’ sponsored by Bunnings containing pre purchased Tickets,
Merchandise, Stickers, Engine tags, plus an Event Program and a Site Plan

•

Re-plated donated trophies for sustainability

•

Unique Participation Awards were designed by Geelongs Allsport Trophies and presented to all Drivers
who attended the Event as a keep sake

•

Pre-announced / published Heats schedule for drivers

•

Unique customised numbered stickers for cars produced by UberRC
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
The Event Director utilised a

Project Management application called Asana.

The Event project was

broken down into five key areas.
•

Administrative Program

•

Track Work

•

Support Program

•

Event Program

•

Race Day Program / Tasks

•

Closing Ceremony

Asana Project Management and Collaboration tool
Under each area, simple tasks / actions were assigned with due dates and information to enable the assignee to
easily understand what was required.

Automatic email notifications and change updates were sent from the program to ensure transparency
on progress of each requirement. The program also allowed for multiple assignees so a collaborative approach
could be taken.
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Initial training and teething to get acquainted with the software by some users meant a lag in executing some
early set tasks. The Event Director followed up all overdue and outstanding items to keep the team on track.
Further to the above, the Event Director had a key site setup according to the event layout plan. This location
meant ease of facilitation of all Event staff, a good aspect of the site and an ability to respond and manage
emergencies. During the Event, UHF radio communication was used sparingly to communicate between Race
Control, Scrutineering and Event Management. Hands free headsets may be an improvement on UHF considering
the needs of the team to be flexible, engaged and hands on in their participation.

Induction / Drivers Briefing

Field of Entrants / Concourse
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RACING SYSTEMS AND DRIVER STATS
LiveTime was the software subscription used by Race Control to manage the Drivers Entries, Classes, Heats and
Main Events. The interface links directly with a live application so entrants can self-assess their results and
statistics in efforts to performance manage improvement.

The race Director published

qualifying information
in advance, so drivers are
informed of their allotted
times which provides for
informed participants and a
smoother run event.
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EVENT RESULTS
The following tables exported from the timing system provide the top 10 results for each of the 4 classes.
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RISK AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The Club worked on ensuring adequate

Risk Assessment

and controls were implemented to reduce the

likelihood and severity of potential events, pre determining causal factors and applying a method of
workshopping, reviews and communication of treatments.
A facility risk assessment is updated annually and tabled with agreed
responsibilities and actions to ensure the safety of participants, spectators and
the general public. There was communication of relevant risks to participants
through the Chief Scrutineer, Social Media guidelines and the Induction.
Four key documents were also produced to assist in the management of key
risks:
•

Facility Risk Assessment

•

Food and Hygiene Management Plan

•

Emergency Response Plan

•

Event Plan

The Event layout plan included Emergency accesses, services, Event and First Aid, Fire and Spill Controls plus
traffic and pedestrian and Emergency Evacuation which were well communicated.
The above documents are available on our website or upon request.
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INCIDENTS
There was one incident during the event.
•

A Member of Public was asked to relocate their car so access to a trailer could be made. The MOP’s
car was not parked in the designated Visitor Parking Area. The MOP reversed into the tow hitch of
the food vendors van and knocked the van off its stands. There was no injury or damage to the food
van. The driver took responsibility for their actions and reported the event to the food vendor the
next day. The vehicle sustained some damage to their bumper bar.
The lesson learned is to monitor visitor parking more closely and flag off the Emergency Access
Roadway in future.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION

A special presentation was made to Les Olsen by MCD Racing Australia’s Franco Scaramuzza. Thanks to MCD and
some generous donors, the Community pulled together to source parts and rebuild a replica of Les’s late son
Darran’s MCD RR4, who won the first 4wd Title. Les is holding the memorial cup presented as a perpetual trophy
to winners of the 4WD EFRA class each year. This was a moving moment during the event in celebration of Darran
Olsen.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Summary of Lessons Learnt as a Continuous Improvement Initiative for RCRA and the Geelong R.C. Off Roaders
and any future host Organisations.

What went well
•

Track border upgrades – no maintenance during the event

•

Painted borders – good vision

•

No incidents / trips or slips due to good induction and surfaces preparation

•

Public well behaved – set expectations and communicated well

•

Pre planned parking and areas segregation meant that setup was smooth

•

Food truck pulled out at the last-minute meaning difficult to re plan and gear up the second truck – club
sourced several vendors, but the size of the event was not attractive to food vendors. The club previously
catered and would not have done that again either. Leaves little choices – maybe request Rotary or
Scouts run a kiosk next event

•

First wet day had minimal impact on the success of the event due to great contingency planning, having
well thought out race schedules and drawing on RCRA advice. The generosity of a member / sponsor who
sought initiative and acquired carpet to pave wet areas for day 2 of the event made conditions a lot
better in preserving the surface. A reactive maintenance crew who worked to ensure the drainage of the
track was perfect, meant the 36mm rainfall in 27hrs dried out by day 2 to run open plus timed practice, 4
qualifier rounds plus C, B and A Finals which was only one heat less than a full 4 day event.

•

Paving the pits with rubber mats meant a more comfortable experience for race teams

•

Additional bench seating and chairs provided for visitors were well used – patrons stayed for longer
periods with family

•

Location of Coffee Van and Food Vendor close to the track meant good level of service to race teams and
members of the public

•

Free event stickers were well received by the public

•

Free raffle tix with the purchase of drinks didn’t make money but added to the culture of giving back to
the Community with raffle items provided by sponsors

•

Toolbox entry kits were well received by drivers and meant easy organisation and quick distribution to
save time

•

Well organised and equipped scrutineers saved time and meant drivers had more time for cars
preparation and practice

•

Clear process and announcements for qualifiers meant the racing ran smoothly, marshals did not have to
wait before heading out to track and drivers were efficient in collecting cars from dedicated racks which
saved space and time
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EVENT IMAGES
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
Thanks to the following official providers of our photos, videos and images:
•

Les Olsen Photography
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•

RC Photography Australia
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TESTIMONIALS
What more can we say…..
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A big thanks to everyone!
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EVENT LINKS
https://www.facebook.com/GeelongRCOffroaders/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/GeelongRCOffroaders/videos/
https://www.geelongrcoffroaders.com.au/home/
http://www.aarcmcc.org/sections/ls_offroad/ls_ofr_main.html
https://registernow.io/event/ap-791
https://app.asana.com/0/279851433228514/board
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUVdoczafnyfy-NWxFkLTfA?view_as=subscriber

Race Control – 2020 Nats
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Geelong R.C. Off Roaders Inc. thanks Advisor Australia Pty. Ltd. for their voluntary time and resources in
managing the event and preparing this report on behalf of the club members.
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